“Theresa has proven to be a highly skilled presenter who is engaging and knowledgeable in a wide variety of management topics. Her dynamic style and practical “ready to use” tips are always well received!

Theresa Narantic
speaker.dental | 855.929.2555 | success@speaker.dental
Theresa Narantic's Presentations

All of Theresa’s presentations can be customized to fit your event needs.

From Start Up to Build Up
Start laying down the strong business foundations that will build up your practice into a flourishing success. Examine what works and how to magnify results with a proactive approach.

Yes, Yes, Yes to Treatment Acceptance
Ignite your patients’ passion for oral health and keep them coming back through your door! Discover how minor adjustments lead to maximum efficiencies. Start ending every appointment with, “Yes, Yes, Yes! When do we start?”

Dominant Thoughts Drive Resulting
Our thoughts are more than fleeting ideas. They are the glue that make up our world. We have control over our dominant thoughts. Learn how to change your inner thought to create positive and proactive, calculated outcomes.

Safeguards Against Embezzlement
Many speakers talk about embezzlement and yet practice embezzlement appears to be at all-time highs. Have your eyes opened to all the dangers that can lurk in a practice and how to safeguard against them.

Bottom Line Scheduling
Learn effective scheduling applications to optimize efficiency in your practice. From calculating realistic production goals to establishing clear team communication, leave this course with actionable items to grow your bottom line.

Theresa Narantic's Workshops

All of Theresa’s workshops can be customized to fit your event needs.

Team Building workshop
Learn to approach each day as a unified force by establishing clear objectives for yourself and your team.

Conquering Hygiene Production Goals
A half or full day immersive workshop that walks attendees through proven strategies for increasing hygiene production.

Theresa Narantic

• Over 35 years in dentistry
• Relatable & down to earth
• Coaches business owners on creating career focused support teams to increase efficiency and profitability
• Creates interactive audience experiences with accountability
takeaway exercises.
• Member of the ADMC, SCN and AADOM

Past Presentations

Partial list
• Distinctive Dental Studio, Ltd. and Revenue Well
• American Association of Dental Office Managers
• Academy of General Dentistry
• SCN Speaking Consulting Network
• National Society of Certified Healthcare Business Consultants Annual Conference

“Her hand in hand approach allowed me to create a practice built on a strong foundation, based on her vast knowledge and experience...partnering with Theresa was a great investment for my future.”

Schedule Theresa For An Interactive Learning Experience
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